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FINAL CONCLUSIONS OF THE CHAIR 

1. ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION 

1.1. The interventions from speakers and forum participants generally supported 
the overall view according to which Europe as well as the rest of the world 
face a qualitatively new situation in the world, characterized mainly by 
strengthening of energy demand worldwide and by a clear decrease in spare 
capacities in the oil sector. At the same time, the gas sector is moving from 
regional to global era, and the importance of coal in the energy mix is 
increasing worldwide as well as in Europe. 

1.2. It follows from this that Europe could find itself in more difficult situations 
with respect to energy supply. Hence the question of vulnerability of 
European energy system to emergency situations coming from supply and/or 
demand evolutions is most pertinent. Equally pertinent is to consider the 
question of appropriate EU-wide response mechanisms (in full 
complementarity with existing mechanisms available to Member States and 
through the IEA). 

 

2. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ENERGY BALANCE IN EUROPE 

This analysis of the situation has several implications for respective categories of 
fossil fuels in Europe: 

GAS 

2.1. Supply to the EU must be secured in growing globalization of the sector and 
with ongoing promotion of the single market. The importance of security of 
supply in the upstream, and in this respect the role of long-term contracts 
(within the framework of EU competition law), must be recognized.  
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2.2. The growth of demand for LNG is clear and leads to the need for further 
construction of regasification plants and the development of necessary 
infrastructure. This should happen without creating a climate less favorable to 
further investments in the pipeline infrastructure. 

 
COAL 

2.3. Worldwide as well as in Europe, coal remains the dominant fuel for electricity 
generation. Continuation of the use of coal in Europe is linked to 
environmentally cleaner technologies and considerations of the economics of 
coal. 

 
OIL 

2.4. Supply to the EU must be secured in growing competition from other 
consumers and in a global market. Oil market transparency and volatility 
were discussed as factors affecting the efficiency of oil markets.  

2.5. The global oil market shows less then full stability and transparency although 
it has been credited in the discussions for being sufficiently responsive in the 
most recent events, and some Forum members view the current market as 
sufficiently transparent while they consider the existence of volatility an 
unavoidable feature of a vibrant commodity market.  

2.6. However, the usefulness of further insight into the evolution of the demand 
and the functioning of the market cannot be denied, especially with respect to 
the role of perceptions and to the manageability of their impact on the longer 
end of the market and its pricing mechanisms.  

2.7. The Commission’s intention to closely monitor market developments and 
their underlying fundamentals through an observatory mechanism can be 
advisable as it can serve as a useful policy-making aid if not, in view of some 
participants, as a transparency-increasing or volatility-reducing measure. It 
should not duplicate data harvesting and processing already taking place in 
various quarters of the sector.  

2.8. The value added of the observatory exercise could be also recognized if it 
serves as an instrument for gaining better insight into situation of other 
producing countries and important consumers and if it is extended to improve 
data sufficiency on the electricity and gas sectors. 
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2.9. The current mechanism for emergency response, namely the system of stocks, 
was also discussed. While the need for continued European participation in 
the global emergency mechanism within the IEA framework in case of major 
crisis is not disputed, the analysis of the shortcomings of the stock system 
currently in place in Europe, as presented by the Commission, was shared by 
many participants.  

2.10. The shared concerns are related mainly to: 

− the lack of harmonization of the stocks quality; 

− the existing distortions to competitiveness; 

− the difficulties in identifying "true" emergency stocks and the visibility of 
their separation from commercial stocks; 

− the current necessity of bilateral agreements for holding stocks in other 
countries. 

 

3. NEED FOR COMMISSION ACTION IN RELATION TO FUTURE FORUM PROCEEDINGS 

(1) Establish working parties for follow-up work and detailed discussion of key 
take-aways from the forum and for sustaining the momentum in the period 
until the next forum. 

(2) Consider further EU-wide initiative to move ahead on practical application 
of clean coal and further technology development. 

(3) Prevent regulatory uncertainty by clarifying the future of Emission Trading 
System. 

(4) In oil, promote access to investment opportunities in third countries. 

(5) Promote extension of dialogue beyond current discussion with producers and 
other consumers, taking an approach which reflects the world-wide scope of 
the sector and aims at inclusion of a widest possible array of countries in the 
existing and new cooperation/communication structures. 

(6) Seek ways to promote increased efficiency of stock mechanisms for 
emergency situations currently in place in Europe by investigating measures 
to alleviate the identified shortcomings. 

Jan PANEK 
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